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1 Introduction
The calculation of physical properties of electronic systems by controlled approximations is one of the most important challenges of modern theoretical
solid state physics. In particular, the physics of transition metal oxides a
singularly important group of materials both from the point of view of fundamental research and technological applications - may only be understood by
explicit consideration of the strong effective interaction between the conduction electrons in these systems. The investigation of electronic many-particle
systems is made especially complicated by quantum statistics, and by the
fact that the phenomena of interest (e.g., metal insulator transitions and ferromagnetism) usually require the application of non-pcrturbative theoretical
techniques.
One of the most famous examples of a cooperative electronic phenomenon
of this type is the transition between a paramagnetic metal and a paramagnetic insulator induced by the Coulomb interaction between the electrons,
referred to as Mott-Hubbard metal-insulator transition. The question concerning the nature of this transition poses one of the fundamental theoretical problems in condensed matter physics [1,2]. Correlation-induced metalinsulator transitions (MIT) are found, for example, in transition metal oxides
with partially filled bands near the Fermi level. For such systems band theory typically predicts metallic behavior. The most famous example is V2 0 3
doped with Cr [3,4,5]; see Fig. l.
While at low temperatures V2 0 3 is an antiferromagnetic insulator with
monoclinic crystal symmetry, it has a corundum structure with a small trigonal distortion in the high-temperature paramagnetic phase. All transitions
shown in the phase diagram (Fig. 1) are of first order. In the case of the
transitions from the high-temperature paramagnetic phases into the low-
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temperature antiferromagnetic phase this is naturally explained by the fact
that the transition is accompanied by a change in crystal symmetry. By
contrast, the crystal symmetry across the MIT in the paramagnetic phase
remains intact, since only the ratio of the c/ a axes changes discontinuously.
This is usually taken as an indication for the predominantly electronic origin
of this MIT, caused by strong correlations.
In the last decade, a new approach for treating electronic lattice models, the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT), has led to new analytical and
numerical opportunities to study correlated electronic systems [6,7]. This theory, introduced by the work of Metzner and Vollhardt in 1989, is exact in the
limit of infinite dimensions (d = (Xl) [8]. In this limit, the problem is reduced
to a single- impurity Anderson model with self consistency condition [9,10,11]'
allowing for a solution by quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) simulations without
a sign problem for one-band models (for multi-band models, see Ref. [12]),i.e.
down to temperatures T ~ 1O- 2 W (W: bandwidth).
Recently, the LDA+DMFT, a new computation scheme that merges electronic band structure calculations and the dynamical mean field theory, was
developed [13,14,15,16]. Starting from conventional band structure calculations in the local density approximation (LDA) the correlations are taken
into account by a Hubbard interaction term and a Hund's rule coupling
term. The resulting DMFT equations are solved numerically with a parallelized auxiliary-field quantum Monte-Carlo algorithm. This scheme makes
possible the investigation of real systems close to a Mott-Hubbard transition such as the MIT in V 2 0 3 discussed above. In this paper, results on
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Fig. 1. Phase Diagram of V2 0;j doped with Cr or Ti (temperature versus external
pressure); from [4].
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the correlation-induced metal-insulator transition an d dynamic properties of
multi-band Hubbard-type models at low temperatures obtained within the
DMFT are presented. Calculations at experimentally relevant temperatures
were mad e possible by the increased computer power of the Hitachi SR8000Fl.

2 Method and algorithm
2.1 General remarks
Although the one b and Hubbard model is able to explain certain basic features of the Mott-Hubbard MIT and the phase diagram of V20 3 , it cannot
explain the physics of that material in any detail. Clearly, a realistic theory
of V20 3 must take into account the complicated electronic structure of this
system. In the high-temperature paramagnetic phase V20:3 has an electronic
structure with a 3d 2 V3+ state, where the two eg-orbitals are empty and the
three t2g-orbitals are filled with two electrons. A small trigonal distortion
lifts the triple degeneracy of the t 2g -orbitals, resulting in one non-d ege nerat e
alg-orbital and two degenerate e ~ orbitals.
For the investigation of such realistic multi-band systems near a MottHubbard MIT, the best available method is LDA + DMFT which has been
developed rece ntly [13,14,15,16 , 17, 18J.
In the LDA+DMFT approach the LDA band structure, expressed by
a one-particle Hamiltonian HEDA' is supplemented with the local Coulomb
repulsion U and Hund's rule exchange J:

rn

Here, i denotes the lattice site; Tn and m enumerate the three interacting
orbitals. The int eractio n parameters are relat ed by V = U - 2J which
holds exactly for degenerate orbitals and is a good approx imation for the t2g
orbitals. Furthermore , since the t2g bands at the Fermi energy are rather well
separat ed from all other bands we restrict the calculation to these bands (for
details of the computational scheme see [16,17]). 'With this restriction only the
LDA DOS of the three t2g bands enter the LDA + DMFT calculation [17]. The
LDA-calculated value of the Coulomb repulsion U has a typical uncertainty
of at least 0.5 eV [16J. For this reason, we adjust U to yield a metal-insulator
transition with Cr doping. A posteriori, we can comp are whether the adjusted
value is in the range of values obtain ed from a constrained LDA calculation.
t2g

2.2 Description of the algorithm
During the last ten years, DMFT has proved to be a successful approach
to investigate strongly correlated systems with local Coulomb interactions
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[7] . It becomes exact in the limit of high lattic e coordination numbers [8 ,
19] and pr eserves the dynamics of local interactions . Hence, it re presents
a dynamical mean-field approximation. In this non-perturbative approach
the lattice problem is mapped onto an effective single-site problem which
has to be determined self-consistently together with the k-integrat ed Dyson
equation connecting th e self energy E and the Green function G at fr equency
w . Within the LDA+ DMFT scheme this implies:

Gqlm .q'l'm'(W)= - 1

VB

j' dk3 ([ w1+f.l1 - HLDA(k)-E(w)
0
]-1) ql m, q'l'm' .(2)

Here, 1 is the unit matrix , p, th e chemical potential, HfDA (k) the LDA
Hamiltonian derived in a LMTO-b asis, E(w) de no tes the self-energy matrix
which is non-zero only between th e interacting orbitals, [... ]- 1 implies the
inversion of the matrix with elements n (=qlrn), n'(=q'l'rn'), and the integration ext e nds over th e Brillouin zone with volume VB.
The DMFT single-site problem depends on g(W)- l = G(w) - l + E(w)
and is equivalent [11 , 9] to an Anderson impurity model if its hybridization
Ll(w) satisfies g-l(W) = W - J dw'Ll(w')/(w - w'). The local one-particle
Green function at a Matsubara fr e qu ency iWI/ = i(2v + 1)1f / {3 ({3: inverse
temp e ratur e), orbital ind ex rn (I = ld , q = qd) , and spin a is given by the
following functional integral over Gr a ssmann varia bles 'ljJ and 'ljJ* :
(3)

Here, Z = J D ['ljJ] D ['ljJ*] exp(A ['ljJ , 'ljJ*, g - l ]) is the pa rtition function and the
single-s it e action A h as the form (th e interaction part of A is in t erms of the
"imagin a ry time " T , i. e ., the Fourier t ransform of w v )

V , O , ffi

- ~

z=',U : ; , ~ ~ , JdT 'ljJ':n* (T)'ljJ':n ( T ) ' l j J ~ ' * ( T ) ' l j J ~ ,
f3

ma,ma

+ ~

Z= ' .Jmm, Jd T
f3

1nO ,m

(T)

0

'ljJ ' : n* ( T ) ' l j J ' : n ( T ) ' l j J ' : n~ ( T ) 'ljJ ' : n ' ( T )

.

(4)

0

This single-site problem (3) has to be solved self-consistently together with
the k-integrated Dyson equation (2) to obtain th e DMFT solution of a given
problem.
The QMC algorithm by Hirsch and Fye [20 ] is a well established method
to find a numerically exact solution for the And e rson impurity model and
allows one to calculate th e impurity Gr een function G at a given g - l as well
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as correlation functions. In essence, the QMC technique maps the interacting
electron problem (3) onto a sum of non-interacting problems where the single
particle moves in a fiuctuating, time-dependent field and evaluates this sum
by Monte Carlo sampling. To this end, the imaginary time interval [0,;3] of
the functional integral equation (3) is discretized into A steps of size Lh =
;3 / A, yielding support points Tl = 111T with I = 1 ... A. Using this Trotter

It

discretization, the integral
dT is transformed to the sum L l ~ l l1T and the
exponential terms in (3) can be separated via the Trotter-Suzuki formula [21],
which is exact in the limit l1T -+ O. The single site action A of (4) can now
be written in the discrete, imaginary time as
A-I

A[?j},?/i*,Q-I]

=

l1T2

L

? / i ~ z * Q ~ , - l ( l i 1 T -1'l1T)tf;~I'

uml.l'=O
1
~
--2 11T ~

,

'

A-I

, ,u:;,~, ~
ma,m,
(J'

~

,*

,

?/i~z*?/i~l?/i~.'l ?j)~'l'

(5)

1=0

where the first term was Fourier-transformed from Matsubara frequencies to
imaginary time. In a second step, the 1'vl(2N! - 1) interaction terms in the
sin9le site action A are decoupled by introducing a classical auxiliary field
s l ~ m ' :

~

L

exp { l1T Af;:''""

s f r ~ ' " , ' ( ? / i ~ l *? / i ~ l

(6)

- ?/ie;;" I * ?/ie;;" I) } ,

S ~ ; : U I =±1

where cosh(Af;:''",,) = e x p ( l 1 T U ; : ; ' ~ , /2) and M is the number of interacting
orbitals. This so-called discrete Hirsch-Fye-Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation can be applied to the Coulomb repulsion as well as the Z-component
of Hund's rule coupling [12]. It replaces the interacting system by a sum
of AM(2M - 1) auxiliary fields sf;:''"". The functional integral can now be
solved by a simple Gauss integration because the Fermion operators only enter quadratically, i.e., for a given configuration s = {sf;:''",,} of the auxiliary
fields the system is non-interacting. The quantum mechanical problem is then
reduced to a matrix problem

[( M,!S)-l]
m
l,12

II det MUS
m

(7)

mu

with the partition function Z, the matrix

(8)
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and the elements of the matrix . > : . ~ ~

(9)
tnla'

Here o - ~ ~ , = 28((J" - (J' +
[m' - m]- 1) changes sign if (m(J') and (m' (J")
are exchanged. For more details, e.g., for a derivation of (8) for the matrix
M, see [20,9,7].
Since the sum in (7) consists of 2AM(2M -1) addends, a complete summation for large A is computationally impossible. Therefore the Monte Carlo
method, which is often an efficient way to calculate high-dimensional sums
and integrals, is employed for importance sampling of (7). Further details of
the employed QMC algorithm can be found in [18].
Using a Markov process and single spin-flips in the auxiliary fields, the
computational cost of the algorithm in leading order of A is
6()'()'1

2aM(2M - I)A 3 x number of MC-sweeps,

(10)

where a is the acceptance rate for a single spin-flip.
The advantage of the QMC method is that it is (numerically) exact. It
allows one to calculate the one-particle Green function as well as two-particle
(or higher) Green functions. On present workstations the QMC approach is
able to deal with up to three interacting orbitals at temperatures of about
700 K. Very low temperatures are not accessible because the numerical effort
grows like A3 DC I/T 3. Since the QMC approach calculates G(T) or G(iw n )
with a statistical error, it also requires the maximum entropy method [22] to
obtain the Green function G(w) at real (physical) frequencies w.

3 Results
In a first step, LDA calculations were performed for paramagnetic metallic V20 3 and paramagnetic insulating (Vo.962Cro.038h03, respectively [23].
The LDA results for corundum V20 3 and (VO.962CrO.038h03 are very similar. In particular, the changes in crystal and electronic structure occuring
at the transition are insufficiently reflected by the LDA calculations and the
experimentally observed insulating gap is missing in the LDA DOS. It is
generally believed that this insulating gap is due to strong Coulomb interactions which are not adequately accounted for by the LDA. This is where
our LDA+DMFT(QMC) scheme sets in. Using this approach we can show
explicitly that the insulating gap is indeed caused by electronic correlations.
The spectra obtained by LDA+DMFT(QMC) imply that the critical value
of U for the MIT is about 5 eV [23]. Indeed, at U = 4.5 eV one observes pronounced quasiparticle peaks at the Fermi energy, i.e., characteristic metallic behavior, even for the crystal structure of (Vo.962Cro.038h03, while at
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2. LDA+DMFT(QMC) spectrum for metallic V20 3 and insulating
(Vo.962Cro.o3sh03 for U = 5 eV at T = 1100 K, T = 700 K and T = 300 K

Fig.

U = 5.5 eV the form of the calculated spectral function is typical for an
insulator for both sets of crystal structure parameters.
Whereas for the computations at T = 1100 K (which were done on a
workstation), we only observe metallic-like and insulating-like behavior, with
a rapid but smooth crossover between these two phases, the calculations
done on the Hitachi SR8000-Fl at lower temperatures (Fig. 2) show more
pronounced differences between the metallic and insulating phase; the smooth
crossover is replaced by a sharp first order metal-insulator transition [24,25].
To compare with the photoemission spectrum of V2 0 3 by Schramme
et al. [26] and Kim et al. [27] the LDA+DMFT(QMC) spectra are multiplied with the Fermi function at T = 1100 K and Gauss-broadened by 0.05
e V to account for the experimental resolution. In contrast to the LDA results,
the theoretical results [23] for U = 5 eV are seen to be in good agreement
with experiment (Fig. 3). We also note that the DOS is highly asymmetric
with respect to the Fermi energy due to the orbital degrees of freedom. This
is in striking contrast to the result obtained with a one-band model. The
comparison between our results, the data of Muller et al. [28] obtained by
X-ray absorption measurements, and LDA in Fig. 4 shows that, in contrast
with LDA, our results not only describe the different bandwidths above and
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below the Fermi energy (:::::; 6 eV and:::::; 2 - 3 eV , respectively) correctly, but
even resolve the two-peak structure above the Fermi energy.
Particularly interesti ng are th e spin and the orbital degrees of freedom in
V2 0 3 . We find (not shown) that for U ;::: 3 eV the squared local magnetic moment (m;) saturates at a value of 4, i. e., there are two electrons with the same
spin direction in the (al g , e;l' e;2) orbitals [23]. Thus , we conclude that the
spin state of V2 0 3 is S = 1 throughout the Matt-Hubbard transition region.
Our S = 1 result agrees with the m easure ments of Park et al. [29] and also with
the dat a for the high-t e mperature susceptibility. Thus LDA+DMFT(QMC)
provides a remarkably acc urate microscopic theory of the strongly correlated
electrons in the paramagnet ic phase of V2 0 3 [23] .

4 Summary
Applyin g the newly developed LDA+DMFT(QMC) scheme, which merges
the conventional local density approximation (LDA) with DMFT in combination with QMC , to investigate th e paramagnetic phase of V2 0 3 we find
remarkable agreement with recent exp e riments. Ind eed, LDA+DMFT(QMC)
turns out to be a workable comput at ional scheme which provides, at last, a
powerful tool for futur e ab initio inves tigations of real materials with strong
electronic correlations.
Future investigations will hav e to clarify th e origin of th e disco ntinuou s
lattice distortion at the first-order metal-insulator transition which leaves

.... LDA
QMC. T= llOOK
- - QMC. T=700K
.It..
Exp., T= 185K, Cr=1.2 %, Kim et al.
o Ex p., T=300K, Schram me et. al

E(eV)

Fig. 3. Com parison of the LDA+DMFT(QMC) spectra [23 ] with the LDA spectrum and the photo em is sion experiments on metallic V 20 3 by Schramme et al.
[26](pure sample) and Kim et al. (Cr doped sample).
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Exp. , 300K , Mueller et al.

Energy (eV)

Fig. 4. Comparison of the LDA and LDA+DMFT(QMC) spectra at T = 0.1 eV
(Gaussian broaden ed with 0.2 eV) [23 J with the X -r ay absorption data of Muller
et a l. [28J.

the lattice symmetry unchanged. In particular, the metal-insulator transi tion might be the driving force behind the lattice distortion by causing a
thermodynamic instability with respect to changes of the lattice volume and
distortions. Such investigations at experimentall y relevant temperatures are
only possible on supercomputers like the Hitachi SR8000-Fl. Eventually truly
realistic investigations of transition metals and their oxides will require a genuine fusion of LDA with DMFT and the inclusion of all relevant electronic
bands. As discussed above a larger number of bands and lower temperatures
imply an enormous increase of numerical effort . This shows that substantial progress in the modelling of correlated electronic materials will only be
possible with much faster computers.
We gratefu lly acknowledge support by the Leibniz-Rechenzentrum through
HLRB-project h0531 and by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through
Sonderforschungs bereich 484.
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